Doc/it – Italian Documentary Association, has been operating for 23 years and is recognized
in Italy and abroad as the official representative for italian producers and authors.
Currently, about 150 members are subscribed to Doc/it, including companies, authors
and professionals directly involved in the association’s activities, in an open dialogue with
a network of 3000 professionals from the audiovisual and communication industries,
institutions, universities and schools.
Doc/it’s purpose is to promote the Italian documentary at both a national and an
international level, through several actions.
- Organizing delegations of companies and authors, in Italy and abroad, in order to
participate in international markets and festivals;
- For the 16th year in 2022 producing Italian Doc Screenings, the first italian documentary
market dedicated to the internationalization and training of the industry;
- Producing IDS Academy, a training program dedicated to documentary work, collaborating
with the main qualified Institutes of professional development, Universities and specialized
schools for documentaries both in Italy and abroad; for the first time in 2020 producing a
new session dedicates to Documentary Series;
- Building a network of contacts amongst producers, authors and television channels
world-wide for the coproduction of audiovisual documentary products such as creative
documentary, genre documentary, factual, docu-reality, etc.
- Offering a database of the companies within the documentary sector in Italy;
- Managing Italiandoc (www.italiandoc.it), the first digital platform dedicated to Italian
documentary;
- Representing requests for Italian documentaries at national and international authorities
and institutions;
- Being a partner of the principal national and international documentary archives;
- Sending out a newsletter which reaches over 4.000 readers with the main news of the field:
announcements, contests, festivals, shows, workshops, viewings, etc

Doc/it - Associazione
documentaristi italiani
Via Riva di Reno 72,
40122 - Bologna - Italy

segreteria@documentaristi.it
www.documentaristi.it
www.italiandoc.it

facebook.com/Ass.Doc.it
twitter.com/AssDocit

Directorate General Cinema and Audiovisual of the Ministry of Culture (DGCA-MiC)
DGCA - MiC supports the creation, production, distribution and circulation of film and
audiovisual works, supports the opening and modernisation of cinemas and the adaptation
of technical industries to technological developments.
It also promotes Italy’s image through film and audiovisual works, supports professional
training
To support the industry DGCA - MiC manages the national film fund that amounts to an
annual minimum budget of 750 million €.
As well as managing the funds provided for by the Law, DGCA - MiC represents Italy before
EU, the Council of Europe, other international bodies and international funds that issue
supranational support to the sector (Creative Europe – MEDIA sub-programme, Eurimages,
Ibermedia).
DGCA - MiC also manages bilateral funds with similar institutions in other countries to
support the development of international co-productions.
DGCA - MiC supports Cinecittà, the Fondazione La Biennale di Venezia, the Centro
Sperimentale di Cinematografia, the Museo nazionale del Cinema Fondazione Maria Adriana
Prolo-Archivi di fotografia, cinema ed immagine, the Fondazione Cineteca di Bologna, the
Cineteca italiana di Milano and the Cineteca del Friuli di Gemona del Friuli.
DGCA - MiC hosts the Film Commissions’ coordination body and, in partnership with DG
Tourism and the Film Commissions themselves, oversees the portal on locations and on
national and regional production incentives https://www.italyformovies.it/

Contact info:
Ministero della Cultura
Direzione Generale Cinema e Audiovisivo
Piazza Santa Croce in Gerusalemme, 9A
00185 Rome, Italy
dg-ca@beniculturali.it
cinema.cultura.gov.it

CINECITTÀ
Cinecittà is a state-owned company whose main shareholder is the Italian Ministry of Culture
(MiC). Main departments and activities include:
- Managing the legendary Cinecittà Studios and labs, (founded in 1937), which provides
the film and audiovisual industry with a range of essential services: from sound stages, set
design and creation to executive production, post-production and restoration expertise.
- Promoting Italian Contemporary Cinema in the World, as the Italian Member of EFP –
European Film Promotion. This includes support at international Festivals, organization of
themed events and the publication of an Online Database monitoring new productions and
the international circulation of movies.
- Managing the Creative Europe – Media Desk for Italy.
- Archivio Luce that is one of the most important film and photographic Archives, preserving
a large audiovisual collection about the history of the twentieth century. It has been included
by UNESCO in the registry “Memory of the World”.
- Publishing Italy for Movies, the portal for locations and film and audiovisual production
incentives in Italy and the daily on-line news magazine CinecittàNews.
- Cinecittà Events a system that combines technology and creativity to create events of every
type in exclusive and tailored spaces inside the Studios.
- MIAC – Italian Museum of Moving Images and Cinecittà Shows Off, the permanent
exhibition about Cinecittà Studios, provide a cultural offer to schools, tourists and the
domestic public.
- Promoting Italian Classical Cinema in the World, including organization of dedicated Events
in cooperation with leading cultural institutions, film restoration and a film library of 3000
subtitled features.
- Worldwide distribution of selected classical and contemporary Italian movies and
documentaries and domestic distribution of Italian feature-length films by first and second
directors and documentaries.

Contact info:
Cinecittà
Via Tuscolana, 1055
00173 Rome, Italy
foreignoffice@cinecittaluce.it
cinecitta.com
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WITH
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AMARTIA FILMS
Camilla Gazzola
info@amartiafilm.it
www.amartiafilm.it
Nicola and Camilla met in the film production classroom of Centro Sperimentale
di Cinematografia (the Italian National Film School) in Rome. After graduation
they began to work as freelance for other film companies, often as line
producers on documentaries. Then Nicola and Camilla decided to create Amartia
Film. According to Aristotle, Amartia represents the inciting incident which fuels
a story. During its first year Amartia produced two short movies and worked
as executive production on various commercials and music videos. Currently,
Amartia Film is developing its first feature documentary.

STING LIKE A BEE
In a small village forgotten by God in central-southern Italy, a community of
teenagers with the passion for Api buzzes through the streets or dreams about
it, searching for the personal affirmation.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

LEONE BALDUZZI
ITALY, NETHERLAND, FRANCE
C41 (ITA), AMARTIA (ITA), HALAL FILMS (NLD),
SMALL FAMILY BUSINESS (FRA), BOLLYWOOD (FRA)
90
JANUARY 2023
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ANTROPICA
Parsifal Reparato
antropicafilm@gmail.com
www.antropica.org
AntropicA srl is a cinema production and distribution company. It was born
in 2021 after 10 years of work in film production by the founding members.
AntropicA deals with ethnographic filmmaking. The mission of AntropicA is the
innovation of the way of making cinema and the creation of training and selftraining opportunities, through the creation of products with quality contents
and containers, to disseminate and analyze topics of anthropological, social and
cultural interest with a language attractive to the common viewer and never
predictable for the scientific world.

OFFICIAL
PITCH
N
SELECTIO
2022

SHE

Stories of exploitation and patriarchy in the largest electronics industrial plant
in the world, in Vietnam
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

PARSIFAL REPARATO
ITALY
60
MAY 2023

AURORA VISION
Andrea Morghen
andreamorghen@gmail.com
www.auroravision.it
The world of communication is going through dark times. AURORA is a vision,
the vision of a space of light in the world of media, culture, and art. There are
thousands of positive, important, strength-filled projects that cannot find a way
to be known. AURORA can give a voice to these experiences, to the weakest and
the voiceless. Voice, sound, and image... AURORA is a centre of film production,
documentaries, TV formats, reportages, coexistence laboratories, meetings,
exchanges, idea workshops, online communication.

AMAZONIA: THE SPACE OF LIFE
In the midst of the planet’s ecological crisis, Rodrigo, the first graduate of a
favela in Brazil, stages the dance and capoeira show “O espaço da vida na terra”
that will take 20 street youth from the heart of Amazonia on a tour of Europe to
raise awareness and promote ecological conversion.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

LIA BELTRAMI
ITALY
60
SEPTEMBER 2023

8

BOTTEGA VIDEO
Ferdinando Vicentini Orgnani
ferdi.alba@gmail.com
www.gruppoicaro.it/bottega-video
Bottega Video is the production company of Icaro Group, a multimedia network
based in Rimini (Italy). It is highly skilled in the video, documentary and news
service production. Founded in 2002 in a few years Bottega Video became one
of the most renown news services in its area, working for national broadcasters
like Rai, Mediaset, Sky and Tv2000. Its production activity soon extended to tv
programmes, commercials, corporate videos and documentaries. Its portfolio
includes “RADICI. The other side of migration” (a 7 edition series broadcasted
on national channel Rai from 2011 to 2018).

HASHI
Sentenced to 26 years in prison for double murder. Acquitted after serving 18
for not having committed the crime.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

FERDINANDO VICENTINI ORGNANI
ITALY
INIZIATIVE EDITORIALI (ITA)
5X52
APRIL 2023

9

DINAMO FILM
Piergiuseppe Quarto
coordinamentobandi@dinamofilm.com
dinamofilm.com
Dinamo Film is an independent production company based in Bari. We produce
documentaries and feature films inspired by unusual stories and we always
welcome international co-productions. Beside original contents, we also work
as executive production company in the whole Italian peninsula. Over the last
years, we’ve created and developed professional networks and we’ve built a
solid experience in scouting, casting, and running regional funding.

THE ERA OF GIANTS
A deadly bacterium has come to southern Italy, killing thousand-years-old olive
trees and no one knows how to stop it.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

DAVIDE BARLETTI AND LORENZO CONTE
ITALY
FLUID PRODUZIONI (ITA)
90
JANUARY 2023
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DOCLAB
Marco Visalberghi
marco.visalberghi@doclab.it
www.doclab.it
Doclab is an award-winning Italian production company, dedicated to producing
innovative nonfiction films. Founded by Producer/Director Marco Visalberghi
in 1999, Doclab is a veteran of international co-productions with partners
including BBC, ZDF - ARTE, PBS, National Geographic, Discovery, A+, France
Télévisions, Rai. Acclaimed productions include Sacro Gra (Winner Venice Film
Festival, 2013), Dikctatorship (Hot Docs, 2019),Genova, Chronicle of A Disaster
(2019, National Geographic) Venice, Future of the Planet (2020, National
Geographic) Caveman (Venice Film Festival, 2021).

THE BATTLE OF THE CONVOYS
Two decades of intense diving explorations in the Mediterranean between Sicily
and Northern Africa have located a battlefield of hundreds of wrecks that shed a
new light on the little-known story of the Battle of the Convoys,WW2 forgotten
front that was one of the turning points to the Nazis defeat.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

CHIARA SAMBUCHI
ITALY, GERMANY
UNKNOWN MEDIA (DEU)
1X90’, 2 X 52’
JANUARY 2024
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ETHNOS
Elisa Mereghetti
ethnosfilm@gmail.com
www.ethnosfilm.tv
ETHNOS is a production company founded in 1995, specializing in
documentaries and social campaigns. Its productions were aired by Italian
and foreign broadcasters, and received numerous national and international
awards, including a Special Award from the Italian National Syndicate of Cinema
Journalists and a Nomination for Best Documentary at the Italian Golden Globe
Awards. Ethnos produced for RAI Italian Television, for many Non Governmental
Organizations, and for UNDP – United Nations Development Program.

5 NANOMOLES - THE OLYMPIC
DREAM OF A TRANS WOMAN

Valentina, a trans woman and a Paralympic athlete, sets out to achieve her
dream: to take part in the Tokyo 2021 Paralympic Games as Italy’s first trans*
athlete. In the meantime, a pandemic breaks out and her life falls apart. It soon
becomes clear that the road to Tokyo will not be an easy one.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

ELISA MEREGHETTI, MARCO MENSA
ITALY, JAPAN
GRUPPO TRANS (ITA), DARUMA INC (JPN)
80
NOVEMBER 2022
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FILMLUX
Elena De Varda
filmlux@gmail.com
www.filmlux.it
Filmlux is an official supplier of RAI, Italian National television and
TVP, Polish National broadcaster. We develop documentaries, promos,
commercials, news and feature films mainly about those themes: History,
Art, Lifestyles, Environment, Social issues, Educational films in collaboration
also with universities, museums and research centers. Beauty and Art are
our inspirations.

CANALETTO, FROM
VENICE TO WARSAW

Bernardo Bellotto, pupil and grandson of the famous landscape painter Antonio
Canal, called “Canaletto”, surpassed the master in skills and became his rival.
With his Camera obscura, the prototype of the modern camera, he was a
chronicler and “film director” of the eighteenth century.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

ELENA DE VARDA
ITALY, POLAND
WOJTEKFILMS (POL)
75
FEBRUARY 2023
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LADOC
Lorenzo Cioffi
lorenzo@ladoc.it
www.ladoc.it
Ladoc specializes in the production of documentaries for cinema and television.
We give precedence to creative documentaries, highlighting new points of view
on themes, stories and characters of social significance and in actuality.

OFFICIAL
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LIBERATION DIARIES
Throughout Europe, the end of the Second World War marks a transition to
a new political system, reframing national and personal identities. Three
women from three cities—Milan, Paris and Berlin—give us their account of
Europe’s turbulent liberation in their diaries. Their personal stories expand the
big historical picture and make LIBERATION DIARIES a story of female selfempowerment, resistance, and resilience.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

CHIARA ARCONE E MATTEO PARISINI
ITALY, GERMANY
SAXONIA ENTERTAINMENT (DEU)
52
SPRING 2023

MAMMUT FILM
Ilaria Malagutti
malagutti@mammutfilm.it
www.mammutfilm.it
Mammut film is an independent audiovisual company established in 2005 by
four partners active for over 15 years in the field of cinema.
We produce audiovisual works with a specific focus on documentaries..
With personal perspectives and strong stories told with a distinctive style, our
films are commenting on our time and society. Our productions have gained
attention of both film critics and general audience, have been distributed
theatrically in Italy and Europe and have been broadcasted around the world.

BERCHIDDA IN JAZZ

Starting with the unreleased 2000 videotapes from the powerful Time in Jazz
Festival archive, 35 years of music are brought to life in an engaging concert
film in the splendid natural backdrop of Sardinia.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

MICHELE MELLARA ALESSANDRO ROSSI
ITALY
90
SEPTEMBER 2023
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MICHELANGELO
FILM
Pepi Romagnoli
pepiromagnoli@virgilio.it
www.michelangelofilm.it
Michelangelo Film is an Italian production company whose objective is to
produce creative documentaries. The company produces quality projects
based on universal stories that can be developed through international coproductions. Michelangelo Pastore is Sole Director of the Company that he
manages with Pepi Romagnoli, director. Last films produced: Uguale a Ieri (The
same as yesterday) creative documentary (2020); Rossi Crociati (Swiss Communist
Party) creative documentary (2019); Una gloriosa delegazione a Pyongyang (A
glorious delegation to Pyongyang) creative documentary (2018).

INK IN CHINA

“Ink in China” is a journey-reportage into China’s art world that compares the
different modes of artistic expression with regards to Ink: on the one hand
China with her millennia old calligraphic traditions and on the other, the West
and its more figurative manners of expression.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

PEPI ROMAGNOLI
ITALY, NETHERLANDS
MUYI SALON B.V. (NLD)
90/52
DECEMBER 2023
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NOURA
Mario Nuzzo
marionuzzo@nouracinema.it
www.nouracinema.it
Noura is an Italian production company, funded in 2007 and based in Milan and
Turin, with the aim of supporting ideas and projects of emerging authors. It has
developed two productive sectors: theatrical and audiovisual. Over time, it also
opened to music videos and commercials, executive. The company is made of a
small team, but it relies on the collaboration of bespoke external professionals
for each project in development and production.

WOOLMAN

Can wool be considered waste? In Europe it is and for years Nigel Thomson, a
true Woolman, has been trying to change this reality.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

FEDERICA MARTINO
ITALY
73
JANUARY 2023
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OPEN MIND
Sergio Panariello
openmindfilmproduction@gmail.com
www.openmindfilmproduction.com
The company’s main achievement is the Best Director Award received at Critics’
Week as part of the 77th edition of the Venice International Film Festival with
the short film in competition “Le Mosche”, directed by Edgardo Pistone. The
experimental nature of the audiovisual language and the attention to social
issues are two characteristics that distinguish the projects of Open Mind srl.
The prospects and objectives for the near future are to continue to follow the
path of visual experimentation, dealing with increasingly ambitious projects
both in the field of fiction anddocumentary.

DISCOVERING JAPANESE
ORIGINS

The Neapolitan archaeologist Daniele Petrella is at the head of an adventurous
international mission to Japan: the excavation of the Tobiotsuka Kofun, a huge
protohistoric tomb. In search of scientific evidence that can prove the disruptive
thesis that Japanese civilization has Korean origins.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

SERGIO PANARIELLO
ITALY, GERMANY
LATTEPLUS (DEU)
52
OCTOBER 2023
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STUDIOZABALIK
Alessandro Pezza
ale@studiozabalik.com
www.studiozabalik.com
Studiozabalik is an independent production company based in Rome. It deals
mainly with documentaries with a focus on social issues. Its latest work, Piigs,
was narrated by Willem Dafoe and remained in Italian cinemas for eight weeks.
A new feature documentary for cinema on the world of public health care is
currently in the production process. Studiozabalik also handles the executive
production of several documentary series for major national broadcasters and
the realization of communication campaigns.

ONCE UPON A TIME IN ITALY

In a country devastated by the privatization of public health care, small
stories of heroism become large because of the cyclopean size of a seemingly
unbeatable enemy. But those who fight can lose, those who don’t fight have
already lost.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

FEDERICO GRECO - MIRKO MELCHIORRE
ITALY
PLAY ENTERTAINMENT (ITA)
100
NOVEMBER 2022
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THE PIRANESI
EXPERIENCE
Claudio Esposito
c.esposito@piranesiexperience.com
www.piranesiexperience.com
The Piranesi Experience is an independent Italian production company founded
in 2014 by former students of Centro Sperimentale di Cinematografia. The name
of the production company is a tribute to Giovanni Battista Piranesi, architect
and engraver, author of an original representation of the city of Rome in which
fiction and truth come together to create a unique vision.

ARCHIWINE. ARCHITECTURE
IN WINERIES

A documentary series dedicated to the meeting point of two excellences: wine
and architecture.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE

CLAUDIO ESPOSITO
ITALY
150 (5X30)
OCTOBER 2023
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ZENIT ARTI
AUDIOVISIVE
Massimo Arvat
info@zenit.to.it
www.zenit.to.it
Zenit Arti Audiovisive is an independent production company established
in 1992 in Turin, Italy. It produces documentaries, factualand cross-media
programs for the international and Italian market. The films produced by Zenit
have been broadcast by the main international networks and OTT (including
Rai, Sky, Fox, Arte, ZDF, France TV, Svt, Nrk, Yle, Dr, History Channel, Discovery
Channel, Sbs, Rts Vpro, Cbc, Netflix, Mubi... ) and have participated in over 150
international festivals (Cannes, Venice, Idfa, Hot Docs, CPH:DOX, DokLeipzig,
Sheffield DocFest, Prix Europa, Fipa, Japan Prize...)

UNCONVENTIONAL
GARDENERS

In an ancient valley devastated by a hurricane, a scientist listens carefully to the
genius loci of the wounded woodland, in search of a close encounter between
men and trees. Will intelligence of plants inspire humans and change our
future?
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
		
CO-PRODUCTION COMPANIES 		
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

ALESSANDRO BERNARD AND PAOLO CERETTO
ITALY, GERMANY
DIRK MANTHEY FILM (DEU)
90
FEBRUARY 2024
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ZOOM
Federika Ponnetti
federika.ponnetti@z-o-o-m.it
www.z-o-o-m.it

Zoom is a newly-established company set up to deal with creative
communication projects, art-videos. Its heart is Federika Ponnetti who
create a film production company to produce either her first creative
documentary projects as author and director, either video contents with out
of the box stories.

AUTHENTIC AND POSSIBLE

Work gives dignity and if it is immersed in sociality it gives an even stronger
sense of integration into the community. Are we sure that autistic and mad
people can access a job like this? Thanks to PizzAut and Numero Zero, YES!
...and they are even the ‘teachers’ of ‘normal’ students.
WRITER/DIRECTOR
		
COUNTRY OF PRODUCTION
ESTIMATED LENGTH
		
PROPOSED DELIVERY DATE
		

FEDERIKA PONNETTI
ITALY
70
MAY 2023
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AGHEROSE
Anna Di Toma
anna.ditoma@agherose.com
www.agherose.com
Agherose is an audiovisual production company founded in 2010 in Udine.
We produce historical and contemporary documentaries focusing on individual
and collective memory and reusing the archives. Among our work: Atlas of
Memory by Dorino Minigutti (2020), Int/Art (2016-2018), Parole Povere by
Francesca Archibugi (2013), Over the line by Dorino Minigutti (2011). Currently
working on: Maris B653 by Debora Vrizzi (copr. IT-FR); Big John by Davide Ludovisi
and Dorino Minigutti (copr. IT-BE, Bio to B 2021 and Sunny Side of the Doc,
Science section).

AMARENA FILM
Raffaella Pontarelli
raffaella@amarenafilm.it
amarenafilm.it
Amarena Film is a newly born production and world sales company founded
with the aim of discovering and promoting creative and passionate talents
with daring, challenging and gripping stories with an international breath.
We develop new projects, working closely with talents, creating and bringing
stories alive and distribute them worldwide. Every single film we get involved
with is meaningful to us, and we are keen to ensure them the maximum care.
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COOPERATIVA 19
Massimiliano Gianotti
massimiliano.gianotti@cooperativa19.it
cooperativa19.it
Cooperativa 19 is an audiovisual production company and a
cultural enterprise based in Bolzano (IT). Our mission is to contribute to
communities development through documentary and cultural productions.
We believe in arts and creativity as strong tools for a more aware society.
Our projects deal with contemporary social issues and aim to encourage people
to think differently.

KAREL SOCIETÀ
COOPERATIVA
Christian Canderan
info@karel.it
www.karel.it
KAREL is an independent film production company. Our productions are
characterized by a great variety of styles and themes, we work on audiovisual
projects ranging from fiction to documentary, passing through particular works
such as complex multi-platform and out-of-format projects.
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LILIUM
DISTRIBUTION

Simona Garibaldi
rosi.pidatella@liliumdistribution.it
liliumdistribution.it
Lilium Distribution is a Rome-based distribution and production company.
We work with some of the most prestigious distribution companies in the
world distributing high quality programmes with excellent production values
combined with strong impact content, both in fiction and non-fiction products.
Alongside that,we also work as production company with the most respected
Italian documentary producers. By operating a synergy between the in-depth
knowledge of the audio-visual industry, Lilium has consolidated itself as one of
the main points of reference for Italian television networks.

MONICA CARPI
Alessandra Trombetta
studio@yole.it

Monica Carpi Television Distribution is an independent television distribution
company based in Rome representing TV Networks, producers and distributors
from the five continents. The company has been introducing into
the Italian market high quality programmes of all genres: dramas, animations
and documentaries. Monica Carpi Television Distribution has expertise and
contacts in all media, and can also offer high qualified consulting toItalian as
well as foreign program suppliers, for sales to the Italian speaking territories.

MYMAX
EDUTAINMENT
Massimo My
mymax@mymax.it
www.mymax.it
MyMax is a documentary production company based in Rome, specialized in
historical and scientiphic documentaries. Among its latest productions:
Under the Volcano, in coproduction with Artline Films, Rai Documentari and
France Tv. In development Normans the european dream in co-production with
Epo-film, Rai Documentari, ZDF/ARTe and ORF.

POINT NEMO
Fabio Saitto
fabio@pointnemofilm.it
pointnemofilm.it

Point Nemo S.r.l. is a film production company founded in 2017 by Andrea
Randazzo and Fabio Saitto, following their desire to develop and produce highquality projects intended for international distribution and to encourage young
Italian directors and filmmakers to build on their original ideas and creativity.
Recent productions include: La Paz del Futuro by Francesco Clerici; Briganti by
Frabrizio and Bruno Urso; The Huddle by Tommaso Barbaro; Le Voci Sole by Andrea
Brusa, Marco Scotuzzi.
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SUNFILMS
Chiara Errico
sunfilmsproject@gmail.com
www.sunfilms.net

GRAPHI C DES IGN FEDE RICOMAZ ZA. IT

Sunfilms was founded in Friuli in 2005 by Christian Canderan, author, producer
and film director. It has many institutional and commercial audiovisual for
established Italian companies and institutions, historical documentaries, and
fiction films, which have received numerous awards both in Italy and abroad.
Since 2008, these works have been distributed on television and DVD in over
30,000 copies, through editorial pairings to the newspapers of the Espresso
Group in various regions.

